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INTRODUCTION
The historical sources for early medieval Ireland (from
the seventh century AD onwards) suggest a myriad of
different types of assembly. Yet by far the most
common, and likely the most important, was the
óenach. This would appear to have been the principal
political assembly of each type/scale of kingdom or
people. As such, it may justifiably be regarded as an Irish
equivalent of pan-European practices of civil assembly,
namely the moot or thing of Scandinavian and
‘Germanic’ societies in north-western Europe. As a
universal facet of civil communities and their
functioning through many periods of human
history/prehistory, the centrality of practices of
assembly to both the coalescence and the functioning
of political communities during the late Antique and
early medieval periods is well documented (e.g.
Barnwell and Mostert 2003; Pantos and Semple 2004).
Importantly, recent decades have witnessed a growing
recognition that assembly represents not only a discrete
category of practice but also an activity fundamentally
bound to places. Consequently, scholarship has
explored the existence of particular landscapes integral
to, and specifically set aside for, assemblies. Nuanced
analysis of such locales provides insights into the nature
of assembly practices and the material apparatus of
rulership, governance and civic culture (e.g. FitzPatrick
2001; Sanmark and Semple 2013). Amongst the issues
emerging from such studies, those of how to identify
an assembly place archaeologically and how to assess
the functions vested in same during particular historical
contexts are the most vexing. In part, these difficulties
relate to the fact that historical sources describing the
functions of such gatherings, and which actually name
assembly places, invariably date from the latter half of
the first millennium AD, if not later. As Sanmark notes
(in Brink et al. 2011, 99), however, assembly is not a
phenomenon limited to literate societies. In Ireland,
most recent discussions necessarily thread a careful path
between late and post-medieval documentary/
toponymic evidence and discussions of earlier medieval
practice (e.g. FitzPatrick 2001; 2004). There is
nevertheless rich evidence, even by international
standards, from within the early medieval period for the
nature and evolution of the óenach (e.g. Bhreathnach
2011; Gleeson 2014, 51–89). Accordingly, one question
appropriate to such material is that of what, if any,
relationship existed between later prehistoric assembly
practices/places and those of the historic, early
medieval period. This paper explores such issues by
focusing on one important assembly landscape: Óenach
Clochair, Co. Limerick. 
Broadly defined, ‘assembly’ is a topic that features
prominently in discussions of Irish prehistoric society,
particularly in relation to the major ‘royal’ and
‘provincial’ centres (e.g. Emain Macha, Rathcroghan,
Tara or Dún Ailinne). This work expertly highlights the
extensive and polyfocal nature of these major ritual
arenas, including some later documented as óenaig (e.g.
Waddell et al. 2009; Schot et al. 2011). While we should
not doubt the existence of assembly places in later
prehistoric Ireland, projecting the assembly function of
landscapes like Dún Ailinne or Emain Macha
backwards from early medieval sources into the Iron
Age (e.g. Grabowski 1990; Johnston and Wailes 2007)
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would negate evidence for dramatic change across a
longevity of use (cf. FitzPatrick 2004). Moreover, the
historiographical primacy of such sites in studies of
royal landscapes has engendered a problematic equation
of practices of inauguration and assembly as
synonymous. The act of gathering people for an
inauguration may accurately be termed an ‘assembly’,
but this must nonetheless be clearly distinguished from
more formal, institutionalised assemblies expressly for
purposes of regulated civic discourse. Such formalised
assemblies, of course, take many overlapping forms (e.g.
dála, airecht etc.), notwithstanding the primacy of óenaig.
Yet there is growing evidence that these were convened
within landscapes specifically set aside as assembly
places. Accordingly, assembly and inauguration are in
fact functions more commonly found to be distinct and
vested in discrete landscapes (see Gleeson 2014, 56–62).
For example, both Tara and Cashel were associated with
inauguration, but both early medieval kingships were
also associated with discrete assembly landscapes:
Óenach Tailten in Tara’s case (Swift 2000), and probably
Óenach Clochair in Cashel’s (see below). 
With few exceptions (e.g. FitzPatrick 2004),
assessments of óenaig often fail to take cognisance of the
wider context of civil society in late Antique and early
medieval Europe. There has been little attempt to
bridge the gap between the historical institution of
óenach described in early medieval sources and the
necessarily hypothetical analysis of such practices in
later prehistory, particularly in the early first
millennium AD (FitzPatrick 2004; Schot et al. 2011;
Waddell et al. 2009). Through greater consideration of
that context, alongside focused analysis of such
landscapes, a greater understanding of the character and
evolution of assembly culture can be achieved, while,
likewise, posing questions about the nature and extent
of continuities of use from later prehistory. This paper
hopes to show that the uniquely rich, varied and early
evidence from Ireland allows a greater and more
complex assessment of that institution and its
development than is perhaps possible elsewhere in
north-western Europe. It hopes thus to offer new
insights into élite and civic culture in late Antique and
post-Roman Europe more generally.
THE NATURE OF ÓENAIG
Much like their comparanda elsewhere, namely the
moot and the thing, at least by the seventh–eighth
century óenaig in Ireland were assemblies that held legal
and judicial functions. They were associated with the
promulgation of laws and the negotiation of treaties
and alliances, while the narrative sources intimately
associated them with feasting, entertainment and
horse- and chariot-racing particularly (Byrne 1973,
30–1; Charles-Edwards 2000, 556–9; Etchingham
2010, 38–52; Gleeson 2014, 62–75). So paramount was
this latter association that c. AD 900 Sanas Cormaic
stated that óenach derived from áine ech: literally ‘to drive
horses’. More correctly, óenach incorporates the root
word *óen, meaning ‘one’ (eDIL), thereby articulating a
concept of unification commensurate with its status as
each kingdom’s principal assembly. While the
dominance of this image is implicitly responsible for
the popular perception of óenaig as ‘fairs’ lacking any
governmental functions (Doherty 1985; cf.
Etchingham 2010, who convincingly deconstructs this
assessment), this association with horse- and chariot-
racing was as integral to the construction of authority
as the óenach’s legal imperative (see below). 
Perhaps the aspect of such assemblies most likely
to leave material trace is feasting, a point well
elucidated by recent British and Scandinavian
scholarship (Ødegaard, forthcoming; Sanmark and
Semple 2013). Likewise, in terms of their
archaeological expression, recent scholarship highlights
the common use of cemeteries as a locus of local
community assembly across the post-Roman west (e.g.
Brookes and Reynolds 2011; Semple 2004; Williams
2004). In an Irish context, I have argued that the
phenomenon of ‘cemetery settlements’/‘settlement
cemeteries’ (see Ó Carragáin 2010; O’Sullivan et al.
2013), alongside ferta or ancestral burial places, which
Elizabeth O’Brien’s (2009; Bhreathnach and O’Brien
2011) work has expertly highlighted, are best
understood as local, túath-level assembly places
(Gleeson 2014, 110–47; in press; forthcoming b; on
túath see MacCotter 2008). Many such sites originate
in the fifth–sixth century AD and cluster together
within documented assembly landscapes. This argues
for these landscapes being both extensive and polyfocal
(cf. Waddell et al. 2009), while the documented
association between some sites and specific kin-groups
suggests that each constituent segment of a polity,
community or kingdom had its own discrete place of
gathering within the broader assembly landscape
(Gleeson 2014, 160–89; in press; forthcoming b).
DEFINING ÓENACH CLOCHAIR
Many of these patterns, as well as the issues associated
with studying assembly, intersect in the case of Óenach
Clochair. To date, the most extensive discussion of this
landscape is Westropp’s (1917). While focused mainly
on relating the landscape’s topography to myth and a
pantheon of Celtic gods, Westropp provided crucial
identifications, establishing conclusively that this
landscape focused upon Raheennamadra, south of
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Knocklong (cf. Ó Riain et al. 2003, 62–7). The clochar
element of the name is preserved in the local names of
Clogherbeg Hill and ‘Moat’. Clogherbeg Hill was
originally a towering rock outcrop. Although now
quarried away, this knoll’s base still stands 1.5m proud
of the surrounding field (Fig. 1). Clogherbeg ‘Moat’,
located further west, was destroyed in 1995 but
previously stood 5m tall by 18m wide. Despite a
misleading name, this was not a motte; excavation
following its destruction suggested that it was originally
a funerary barrow erected over a large glacial erratic
and funeral pyre, where both burnt and unburnt
human remains and pottery indicated a Bronze Age
date (Buckley 1996). Morphologically similar tall,
steep-sided mounds are found nearby (e.g. Aghadoon)
and within other assembly landscapes, including Ráith
Airthir (Óenach Tailten) and ‘Moathill’ (Óenach Odba,
near Navan) (Gleeson 2014, 125–6, 837; Ó Riain et al.
2003, 66).
While Clogherbeg preserves the place-name
element clochair, this assembly was also known by other
names, including the óenaig of Cuili, Loinge, Cliach and
possibly Áne Cliach (Ó Riain et al. 2003, 62–7). Loinge
intimates an association with Knocklong (from Cnoc
Loinge) to a hill north-north-west of Raheennamadra.
Similarly, a charter of King John for 1197, pertaining to
the foundation of St Mary De Maggio Abbey, refers to
‘Enach Culi in Corballi’ (Lynch 1920, 100–2). Enach Culi
here is almost certainly a corruption of the historically
documented Óenach Cuili. Corballi is Corbally
townland, east of Knocklong, nestled between Lackelly
East and Lackelly West, while Lackelly itself derives
from Leac Ailbhe, ‘the stone of Ailbhe’ (ibid.; Logainm),
with Ailbhe being the patron saint of Emly, Munster’s
pre-eminent ecclesiastical foundation, located c. 4km to
the east. The Life of Ailbhe mentions a stone that the
saint struck at Enach Daulrigi near Emly, from which
water henceforth gushed (Heist 1965, 128). While an
understanding as Eanach Daulrigi (‘the marsh of the
Daulrigi’) would fit the tale’s context, like Enach Cuili,
enach here more probably preserves óenach.1 Daulrigi
connotes the archaic polity of Daulraige, a people
settled hereabouts, probably around Corbally/Lackelly.
In this understanding, Enach Daulrigi would represent
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Fig. 1—LiDAR model of Raheennamadra/Knockaunatariff looking east, showing the location of Clogherbeg Hill and ‘Moat’ 
(data source: OSI).
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Fig. 2—View from Knockaunatariff barrow, looking north towards Clogherbeg Hill (image: author).
Fig. 3—View from Clogherbeg Hill south towards Knockaunatariff. Note the barrow’s prominent and visible location (image: author).
an assembly place, not only an integral part of Óenach
Cuili/Clochair but simultaneously a local assembly
place of Daulraige. Accepting that the óenaig of Clochair,
Cuili, Loinge and possibly Cliach/Áne Cliach refer to a
single óenach landscape (hereafter Óenach Clochair),
these toponyms suggest that at minimum the wider
landscape stretched west from Lackelly/Corbally to
Knocklong, and from Knocklong southward at least as
far as Raheennamadra and Clogherbeg. 
THE CORE ROYAL FOCUS
The monumentality of this portion of Óenach
Clochair, between Knocklong, Clogherbeg and
Raheennamadra, was originally demonstrated by
Westropp (1917) and was underlined by analysis of
LiDAR data. The main focus is a complex on
Knockaunatariff (‘hill of the bull’) in Raheennamadra
(‘fort of the dog’) townland. Knockaunatariff is
crowned by a large, flat-topped barrow (Figs 2 and 3),
which has two satellite mounds immediately south-
south-west. The barrow is located just off the hill crest,
facing north and downslope to where the land levels
into a platform before dropping again towards a stream
called the ‘black trench’. From here it rises north and
eastward to a crest occupied by Clogherbeg Hill and
‘Moat’ (Figs 3 and 4). This distinctive topography
renders the surrounding landscape a natural
amphitheatre, dominated to the north by Clogherbeg
Hill and Moat and to the south by Knockaunatariff. In
being orientated towards Clogherbeg Hill, therefore,
the Knockaunatariff barrow takes centre stage for
observers situated on the slopes immediately north and
east. That this barrow was (re-)imagined as a place of
performance and ceremony is supported by the LiDAR
data, in which a double-banked avenue approaching
from the north-east is discernible (Fig. 4). The banks of
this avenue encompass the barrow but overlie its bank
and ditch at the south-west. When ascending
Knockaunatariff, the avenue also describes a narrow
funnel at its north-eastern end overlain by a circular
platform. Adjacent to this platform and the avenue’s
southern bank are two enclosures, conjoined in figure-
of-eight style. North of the platform the LiDAR
indicates a northward continuation of the avenue,
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Fig. 4—LiDAR model of Knockaunatariff Hill looking north-east. Note the large oval enclosure surrounding Raheennamadra, as well as
the avenue approaching the large barrow on the hilltop (data source: OSI).
which gives a distinctive kink. This appears to result
from the avenue’s skirting around and respecting the
south-eastern quadrant of a large oval enclosure, also
visible in the LiDAR (Fig. 4). This concatenation may
suggest a relative chronology whereby the avenue post-
dates both the Knockaunatariff barrow and oval
enclosure but pre-dates the platform overlying its
north-eastern portion. 
In terms of date, this avenue’s north-east/south-
west alignment suggests comparison with a number of
other ceremonial avenues concentrated at royal sites
(Gleeson 2012; FitzPatrick et al. 2011, 180; Newman
2007). While currently none of these monuments have
been excavated, they may be Iron Age or early medieval
in date (Gleeson 2012; Newman 2007).2 In terms of
size, the best comparanda for the large oval enclosure
are likewise the ceremonial enclosures of the mid–late
Iron Age found at major royal sites, including Ráith na
Ríg at Tara (Roche 2002; cf. Schot 2011, 104).3 While
such comparison is somewhat tentative, the avenue’s
relative chronology supports it (e.g. Iron Age/early
medieval). 
At the centre of the large oval enclosure is a
platform ringfort excavated during the 1960s
(Stenberger 1966; Figs 1 and 4). The radiocarbon dates
from this site are problematic. At 2 sigma the
probability ranges span almost the entire early medieval
period (from the third to the eleventh century AD:
O’Sullivan et al. 2014, 351–2; Stenberger 1966).
Nevertheless, the associated material culture and
souterrain indicate that the ringfort was perhaps
constructed during the eighth century AD or later. It
would seem, however, to have overlain earlier activity,
including a hearth that produced a late Iron Age
radiocarbon date (60 cal. BC–cal. AD 429; Stenberger
1966; O’Sullivan et al. 2014, 351–2). Even accounting
for problems associated with the date ranges, or the
very real possibility that this sample was from old
wood, it was stratified below the cobbled courtyard of
the later ringfort. It may therefore represent a
legitimate pre-ringfort phase, lending further weight,
perhaps, to an Iron Age origin for the oval enclosure
within which this feature was centrally positioned. It
should be stressed, however, that the oval enclosure
could equally be early medieval in origin and
contemporary with the ringfort. 
Similar issues of date and interpretation pertain to
the many enclosures and platforms visible in LiDAR
data within the wider vicinity. If the ringfort positioned
centrally within the oval enclosure was built upon a
pre-existing platform, then similarities with two
platforms adjacent to the oval enclosure’s north-
western portion—and, indeed, those overlying the
avenue to the south-east—are notable. Given that these
monuments respect the oval enclosure, and, moreover,
the fact that the excavated ringfort has a palisaded
entrance orientated upon them (Stenberger 1966), it
seems more plausible that these post-date the oval
enclosure. Concurrently, this may also hint that the oval
enclosure’s entrance was located in the north-west. 
Notwithstanding considerable outstanding issues
of chronology, even this brief analysis highlights the
multiperiod nature of this monumental complex,
which, moreover, is reminiscent of other later
prehistoric and early medieval royal landscapes, most
suggestively with regard to the avenue, prominently
positioned barrow and oval enclosure (cf. Newman
1998; Wailes 1982). The use of this complex for
ceremonial activities, including assembly, seems
plausible, therefore. The barrow on Knockaunatariff, for
instance, is likely to have been the principal focus from
which a king could have presided over gatherings with
other officials. The avenue approaching the barrow no
doubt facilitated royal processions, perhaps from within
the oval enclosure. Yet, simultaneously, it could have
been utilised to formalise the act of subjects bringing a
gift, tribute, legal case or dispute to a king for
judgement. Interesting in this regard, considering that
the airecht or ‘lawcourt’ was perhaps an assembly
convened around an óenach (Gleeson 2014, 68–71; cf.
Simms 1987, 60), is an Old Irish text on court
procedure detailing the airecht’s layout. Here, the airecht
is conceptualised as a gathering of discrete assemblies,
presided over by a king, poet and bishop (Kelly 1986).
The presiding king was a rí ruirech, a paramount
overking, of which the kings of Cashel or Munster
were examples. One could easily transpose the airecht’s
layout as described in this tract to the barrow, satellite
mounds, avenue and platforms surrounding
Knockaunatariff. Tulaig (‘mounds/hills’) are, for
instance, depicted as venues from which brithem
(‘judges’) delivered judgement (cf. Swift 1996). That
this may be a plausible reading of Knockaunatariff ’s
monuments seems enhanced when one considers the
leading bishop, who also presided over proceedings:
Óenach Clochair was located c. 4km east of Emly,
Munster’s pre-eminent ecclesiastical establishment. This
barrow’s position at centre stage of a natural
amphitheatre therefore appears fitting.
FRAMING THE WIDER LANDSCAPE
In addition to the core locus of monuments at
Raheennamadra, as noted, this assembly landscape
stretched northward, from Clogherbeg to Knocklong.
Indeed, the imposing position of Clogherbeg Hill and
‘Moat’, together with the fact that they preserve the
assembly’s name, suggest that these were important
places within the wider landscape, perhaps ‘seats’ for
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privileged subject kings who held pride of place during
assemblies. 
That Óenach Loinge took its name from
Knocklong intimates that this hill (north-west of
Clogherbeg) was an additional assembly focus. On the
crest of the hill is a tower-house, church and graveyard.
While far from out of place within assembly landscapes
(cf. Gleeson, forthcoming b), there is no evidence that
this church has early origins; nor does Knocklong Hill
itself, which has been extensively quarried, show
evidence for earlier monuments. Nevertheless
suggestive, however, is a cluster of four holy wells
dedicated to SS Patrick and Paul at the hill’s north-
eastern foot. Again, these lack evidence for early
importance and may be Anglo-Norman dedications,
but evidence from elsewhere in Ireland suggests that
watery locations and wells functioned as foci for late
prehistoric ritual (Daffy 2002; Kelly 2002; Mallery
2011). Interestingly, the second-edition Ordnance
Survey six-inch map depicts a large racecourse at
Knocklong Hill’s south-western foot. Despite no direct
evidence for earlier origins, the intimate association of
horse-racing with óenaig suggests such a coincidence as
more than fortuitous. FitzPatrick (2001), for instance,
has highlighted the probable ancestry of a racecourse
on Aughris head, Co. Mayo, within a tradition of
medieval óenaig. 
In terms of its sheer extent and multifocal nature,
Óenach Clochair is well paralleled by other major
assembly landscapes (cf. Waddell et al. 2009). The place-
name evidence discussed above indicates that there were
multiple foci of assembly. In so far as place-names like
Enach Daulrigi suggest some locales associated with
specific groups, this also echoes a pattern whereby local
kin-group cemeteries of the fifth–ninth centuries AD
were utilised as assembly places, within and defining
royal landscapes and estates (Gleeson, in press;
forthcoming b; cf. Bhreathnach and O’Brien 2011 for
ferta and boundaries). In Óenach Clochair’s case, there is
a reasonable possibility that the wider landscape
approximates to Knocklong parish. The extent of some
royal estates and early land units has been shown to be
preserved in the modern parish structure (Gleeson, in
press; MacCotter 2008; 2012). Certainly, Knocklong
parish forms a cohesive topographical unit, bounded on
the south and east by a distinctive bend in the River
Morningstar. Likewise, the place-name Knocktoran on
the parish’s western boundary lends some toponymic
support; Knocktoran derives from Cnoc Teorann/Tórann,
where Tórann means the ‘act of delimiting, marking out,
outlines, share or division’ (eDIL). 
Within the wider landscape, Knockainy and Emly
are located respectively north and north-east of
Knocklong. I have argued elsewhere that Knockainy
was a major seat of sacro-religious kingship in later
prehistory, which, moreover, preceded the Rock of
Cashel as a seat of regional authority for the dynasty of
Uí Maic Láire, who originate in east County Limerick
(Gleeson 2014, 191–305; forthcoming a). The
monumental iconography of Knockainy includes a
number of ritual monuments with a currency limited
to major ‘royal’ centres in late prehistoric Ireland (e.g.
Tara), including cursus-type monuments, large
cairns/mounds, ceremonial enclosures and figure-of-
eight structures (Gleeson 2014, 261–88; 2012; cf.
Newman 1998; Wailes 1982). Such arguments thus
suggest a centre of regionally significant sacral authority
immediately north of Óenach Clochair, describing a
co-location of assembly place and major ritual focus
that is echoed in other royal landscapes (Gleeson 2014,
56–62; forthcoming c). Furthermore, the probability
that the parish structure here has ancient origins is
enhanced by early medieval inhumation burials
uncovered adjacent to the parish boundary in
Knockainy West townland (NMI topo. files; Mapping
Death). While this, too, does not prove conclusively that
Knocklong parish approximates to an archaic land unit,
it nevertheless furthers that hypothesis. 
Such possibilities are important when considering
the wider archaeological nature of the landscape
encompassed by Knocklong parish. East County
Limerick and west County Tipperary boast the highest
concentration of barrows in Ireland (Fig. 5), albeit
partly owing to several intensive landscape surveys (e.g.
Doody 2008; Grogan 2005). This, however, negates
neither the complexity nor the monumental character
of this region’s barrow cemeteries. Together these
describe a marked sepulchral component that perhaps
contributed to the later image of Óenach Clochair as
the mausoleum of Munster’s kings in Middle Irish tracts
like Senchus na Relig and Aided Náth Í (cf. Kilpatrick
2011, 401, 403, 409). In general, these barrows cluster
in extensive cemetery groups focused on a single large
ceremonial barrow/mound, and often positioned on
natural platforms in the floodplains of the rivers
Morningstar, Camogue and Maigue (Grogan 2005, 68–
76). Conor Newman (2011) has shown that the local
river system at Tara defined a structuring relationship
with patterns of ceremonial, whereby funerary
monuments were positioned along the river courses
near points of confluence, crossing and turning,
auspiciously as part of the landscape’s diachronic
sacralisation. Similar suggestions may be made
regarding the positioning of large ceremonial barrows,
mounds and cemeteries around Óenach Clochair.
Well-known cemeteries include those at Elton and
Athneasy, demarcating the principal east/west routeway
(the modern R515) across the Morningstar, as well as
the juncture of four parishes (Knockainy, Knocklong,
Athneasy and Emlygreenan).
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Fig. 5—Map showing the main locations discussed in text (e.g. Balline). Note the density of barrows (image: author).
More spectacularly, the massive cemetery of
Mitchelstowndown is strung out along a northern
bank of the Morningstar, for a large part mimicking the
southern boundary of Knocklong parish. This linear
arrangement of barrows peters out as the Morningstar
meanders southward towards its source on Sleivereagh.
Where the river turns west and the barrows begin is
overlooked by Duntryleague Hill, at whose northern
foot is another barrow cemetery at Lissard (Ó Ríordáin
1936), which clusters around the point where the Bog
River rises before meandering north. Its confluence
with the Camogue is marked by another barrow cluster
near the parish boundary in Grange and Ballylohan
townlands (Fig. 5). 
Furthermore, as the Camogue flows north-west,
before passing east of Knockainy it turns west for a
short stretch, along which a number of barrows
concentrate in Rathanny. These focus on a large,
multiphase, trivallate ceremonial barrow on the river’s
northern bank (Grogan 2005, 87). A small river that
rises around Newtown flows north to join the
Camogue at Rathanny, but in the process flows parallel
to the latter immediately prior to confluence. It thus
creates a jut of land that has been converted into a
promontory fort adjacent to Rathanny’s trivallate
barrow. This is most likely the rath implied by the
townland name Rath Áine, perhaps a focus of the
documented assembly of Óenach Áine but certainly a
royal site documented towards the end of the early
medieval period (Ó Riain et al. 2003, 61). This
Rathanny complex is undoubtedly prehistoric in
origin, but clearly it was multiperiod in nature, with an
early medieval afterlife demonstrable.4
Through their siting, these distinctive clusters of
barrows form cemetery complexes that have a
particular propensity for proximity to rivers and the
boundaries of Knocklong parish and Óenach
Clochair’s landscape. Their date is important but
nevertheless intractable. While a number have been
excavated, including through the Cork–Limerick gas
pipeline, more targeted work by Eoin Grogan at
Mitchelstowndown and excavation by S.P. Ó Ríordáin
in Lissard, none of this work has produced secure
dating evidence (Daly and Grogan 1993; Gowen 1988;
Ó Ríordáin 1936). The presence of pottery suggests a
Bronze Age date in some cases, but given the intensity
of prehistoric activity within this landscape (cf. Grogan
2005), as well as demonstrable multiphase activity in
some cemeteries (e.g. Daly and Grogan 1993), one
cannot discount the possibility of such material being
residual/intrusive in the absence of radiocarbon dates.
In the wider landscape, a barrow excavated at Bruff
(from Brú na nDéise) has been securely dated to the
fourth century BC–second century AD, indicating that
at least some such monuments may be mid–late Iron
Age in date (O’Connell 2010). A prima facie Bronze Age
origin for barrows hereabouts therefore cannot be
assumed (pace Grogan 2005). Equally pertinent
presently is the fact that many such cemeteries
remained a locus of activity through later periods,
including at Bruff (O’Connell 2010) and Rathanny
(see above). Within such a context, one might be
justified in wondering whether the highly distinctive
positioning of these cemeteries within and defining the
Óenach Clochair landscape foreshadows the later siting
of inhumation cemeteries around the boundaries of
assembly landscapes during the fifth–ninth centuries
AD (Gleeson 2014; forthcoming b; cf. O’Brien 2009;
Bhreathnach and O’Brien 2011 for the association of
ferta with boundaries). While certainly much more
work is required to substantiate that suggestion, even
this tentative pattern is tantalising. 
THE LATE ANTIQUE CONTEXT: ÉLITE
MATERIAL CULTURE
Although the date of the barrows defining and
surrounding Óenach Clochair cannot be stated with
certainty, when considered alongside the later (early
medieval) documented royal assembly function of
Óenach Clochair it seems reasonable to suggest that
what this unique concentration of monuments does
attest is the importance of this area in later prehistory
as a place of ritual, ceremony and political authority.
The possible later prehistoric origins of some of the
monuments at Knockaunatariff, as well as proximity to
Knockainy, provide a further context for the wider,
polyfocal sepulchral landscape. Perhaps most
importantly, the significance of the Knockainy and
Óenach Clochair landscapes during the fourth–seventh
centuries AD is underlined by the occurrence of a
modest but important cluster of late  and sub-Roman
material culture within the wider hinterland. 
This includes the Balline hoard, one of the more
significant hoards of Roman material from late Iron
Age Ireland, found c. 3km south-west of
Raheennamadra (Fig. 5) (Emlygreenan parish) in 1940.
The hoard consisted of seven items: two silver ingots,
parts of two others, and three pieces of silver plate, all
late fourth–early fifth-century AD in date. The most
detailed analysis of the hoard to date is that of Ó
Ríordáin (1945, 43–53; cf. Bateson 1973, 73–4), who
highlighted that one ingot bears an official Roman
moneyer’s stamp and suggested similarities with an
ingot from the Roman fort at Richborough (Kent). 
This hoard, moreover, was found north and west
respectively of a church and well dedicated to St Mo-
Lua. Padráig Ó Riain (2011, 492) has argued
convincingly that Mo-Lua represents a Christianised
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version of the pagan sun-god Lug, not only the patron
of kingship but upon whose festival (Lughnasad) in
early August the majority of óenaig were convened
(McNeill 1962). Indeed, Mo-Lua’s well was frequented
for a pattern in August down to modern times, perhaps
a fact which supports the tentative identification of
Balline as a part of the broader Óenach Clochair
landscape. Regardless, the status of both Óenach
Clochair and Knockainy as places of regionally
significant political authority during late Antiquity
(Gleeson 2014; forthcoming a) provides a crucial
context for this hoard, the wealth that it embodies and
its implications for contact and exchange between
fourth–fifth-century Munster and the later Roman
Empire. Aside from being deposited within what
became the pre-eminent óenach of Munster, therefore,
there is also the possibility that it was specifically
deposited near that landscape’s boundary, the River
Morningstar (<500m), and in close proximity to Mo-
Lua’s well. This recalls patterns of votive deposition of
Roman material in wells and springs in other assembly
landscapes during the later Iron Age (Kelly 2002;
Mallery 2011). 
Such suggestions must remain speculative
without more thorough investigation of the find-spot.
Nevertheless, equally interesting interpretations may be
advanced by considering the hoard within a
contemporary Continental perspective as late Roman
hacksilver/Hacksilber (see Hunter and Painter 2013).
While such material in Ireland is often suggested to be
booty derived from raiding, the recognition that silver
plate was also hacked within the later Roman Empire
shows that there is no necessary association between
Hacksilber and barbaricum (Painter 2013, 215–16). Thus
Hacksilber is increasingly understood as an economic
phenomenon, used for exchange and payment both
within the empire and between the élites of late
Roman provincial government and barbaricum.
Similarly, it has also been suggested that double-axe-
shaped silver ingots, such as those from Balline,
represent de facto donatives—that is, official payments
and/or subsidies that manifest imperial largitio (Wiegels
2003). This interpretation has been challenged for
Britain and Ireland because such ingots lack official
stamps, inscriptions or imperial effigies (Guggisberg
2013, 200). While an important rejoinder more
generally, one of the Balline ingots does have an officinae
(maker’s stamp) bearing a chi-rho that probably indicates
an official origin.5 Such material could originate with
a local governing élite whose actual relationship with
empire was indeed receding but who nevertheless
persisted in identifying with late Roman identity and
authorities within the empire. This certainly appears to
have been the case in late fourth–fifth-century AD
Britain (Fraser 2013; Halsall 2007; 2014). Thus we
should not distinguish too readily between provinces
governed directly by the later empire and those
immediately beyond its effective reach. Such a state of
affairs was necessarily envisaged as temporary within
late Roman ideology and political discourse (Halsall
2007). Accordingly, as regards the Balline hoard, an
origin in late or immediately sub-Roman Britain must
seem most likely. 
The Balline hoard may thus be described as at
once ‘economic’ and ‘official’ rather than a product of
raiding. Admittedly, the line between these
understandings would seem blurred if it represented
tribute or subsidy. Whether these possibilities indicate
that the hoard was some form of payment/tribute
levied from late Antique authorities in Britain by a
polity seated in this part of Limerick is, of course,
speculation. Nonetheless, this seems plausible if one
accepts Philip Rance’s (2001) argument that the élite
who ruled parts of post-Roman south-west Britain
(e.g. Dyfed) but proclaimed an Irish identity and
romanitas originated in a late fourth-century settlement
of foederati from Munster (cf. Halsall 2014; further,
Gleeson 2014, 288–300). In any case, when considered
within a wider context, what this hoard indubitably
suggests is that the élite of the Knockainy/Óenach
Clochair district were firmly embedded within, and
conditioned by, the wider élite and political overtones
of late Antique culture and society. 
While Iron Age material culture in general is
infamously scarce in Munster, a modest concentration
of such material in eastern Limerick is notable (Raftery
1983, nos 131, 142, 236, 246, 373, 608). The Balline
hoard represents only the best known of a cluster of
artefacts of late Roman origin or inspiration. These
include a Roman-type ring (probably fifth-century)
from Herbertstown and a number of artefacts amongst
early items at Carrig Aille 2, including a Roman coin
and toilet implement, while an ibex-headed pin is also
notable (Bateson 1973, 48, 84, 54, 85; Ó Ríordáin
1948, 71–3, 93; Ó Floinn 2000, 20–1, n. 33; cf.
Caulfield 1981, 208–9). Additionally, Carrig Aille 2
produced a bronze enamelled hand-pin (Ó Ríordáin
1948, 67–8), while the adjacent Carrig Aille 1
produced an iron hand-pin (ibid., 95–6). Likewise,
recent analysis of John Hunt’s excavations at
Ballingarry Down, south-east of Balline, has
highlighted a previously overlooked early phase which
contained a copper-alloy disc-headed pin, an iron disc-
headed pin and two omega pins (McCormack,
forthcoming). At a larger remove, one may note a
bronze disc-headed pin from Treanmanagh whose
decoration imitates the ‘Military Style’ (Gavin 2013,
434–5; cf. Gavin and Newman 2007), as well as a
possible Roman figurine from the Bog of Cullen
(NMI topo. files).6
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The vast majority of this material appears to be
fourth–sixth-century AD in date, while all sites
mentioned can be ascribed royal status during later
centuries: Ballingarry Down was probably a seat of the
Lámraige (cf. Ó Murchadha 2010, 114–16) and Cullen
was the caput of Uí Cúanach, while Rathard, adjacent
to Treanmanagh, is Ráith Aird, listed in Lebor na gCert
alongside Dún Gair (Lough Gur, adjacent to Carrig
Aille) as a seat of Cashel’s kings (Dillon 1962, 44–5).
Although not necessarily ‘royal’ during the fourth–sixth
centuries, much like Rathanny, this early high-status
material nevertheless attests at least to élite functions at
that date.
In addition, this material intimates a relatively
international character to self-adornment amongst the
upper echelons of society in the wider east Limerick
region, who, moreover, were conscious of, and
influenced by, late and sub-Roman styles of dress and
culture during the fourth–sixth centuries AD. Like the
Balline hoard, this suggests more than simple contact
and passive imitation. Rather, it indicates a common
élite cultural context of display and adornment
between the upper levels of society in late Antique
Ireland and Britain, which was influenced by the
symbols of late Roman authority and legitimacy.
Indeed, such a context provides a plausible milieu
within which an élite seated at Knockainy could confer
upon their new capital the name Cashel, from Old Irish
Caisil, a derivative of Latin castellum (Byrne 1973, 184;
Gleeson, forthcoming a).7
More generally, a large quantity of Roman
material from late Iron Age Ireland is found within
what became major early medieval royal landscapes (cf.
Newman 1998; Ó Floinn 2000). Of Roman hoards,
that from Feigh, Co. Antrim, found adjacent to
Dunseverick, the caput of Dál Riada (Gleeson,
forthcoming c), is notable. Likewise, the ‘Coleraine’
hoard from Ballinrees, Co. Derry, was found adjacent
to the Giant’s Sconce, a significant royal fortress during
later centuries (Lacey 2006, 223–5). Indeed, the analysis
of fittings from the Coleraine hoard highlights
exquisite and unique craftsmanship, suggesting
probable origins as part of a late Roman cingulum or
belt set (Marzinzik 2013) that marked high-status
and/or military authority within the late imperial army
(ibid., 180–3; Sommer 1984, 93–5). Like Balline,
therefore, these hoards connote high-level political
contact and exchange between élites in Ireland and the
later empire, who, moreover, were well disposed
towards forms of legitimation conditioning many late
Antique societies (cf. Halsall 2007). 
For present purposes, the very fact that Irish élites
were implicated in, and conditioned by, such
developing styles of representation, communication
and political legitimation as emerged throughout the
late Antique world is highly pertinent. As the
boundaries of empire contracted, its practices of
governance and legitimation provided a template for
the forms of rulership that arose within the vacuum
from which nascent post-Roman kingdoms emerged
(see Halsall 2007; 2014; Rollason 2012, 13–37, 67–
142). In view of the growing recognition of late
Roman society’s influence upon Iron Age Ireland,
therefore (e.g. Bhreathnach 2014; Cahill Wilson 2014;
Dowling 2011; Newman 1998), one seems justified in
considering whether that influence extended to the
developing institution of kingship more generally. 
CIVIC CULTURE IN THE POST-ROMAN
WEST
These issues can usefully be explored by examining the
character of civic culture and assembly. It is notable that
the growing recent scholarship on archaeologies of
assembly does not dwell on whether or not there were
assemblies in the early part of the first millennium AD.
Rather, debates hinge on the archaeological expression
of assembly, and what patterns within this data imply
about socio-political processes. While this research
explores regionality and diversity, it also illuminates
broad pan-European parallels in the archaeological
dimensions of assembly and in the types of activities
associated with assembly through different regions (cf.
Brink et al. 2011; FitzPatrick 2004; Ødegaard,
forthcoming; Pantos and Semple 2004; Sanmark and
Semple 2013). The recognition of such parallels has
engendered insightful cross-cultural analysis, but
markedly less consideration has been given to the
reasons for such concordance. Moreover, the analysis of
assembly practices in north-western Europe normally
focuses on post-Roman practices beyond the empire.
Yet it seems that late Roman and early Byzantine
cultures of civic community and public entertainment
did influence the assembly practices and élite culture of
immediately post-Roman kingdoms within and
without the empire (cf. Barnwell 2005; Reynolds et al.,
forthcoming).
As in Ireland, power and authority in late Antique
Europe did not rest solely on hereditary rights, kinship
or military might. These were important, but rulers
equally had obligations to provide entertainment,
fecundity and stability. Of course, such expectations
were traditional, universal tenets of kingship, but for
late Antique Europe they commonly embodied
concepts of late Roman civic culture and of citizen-
constituted community. Thus one of the more famous
expressions of imperial power in the early Byzantine
Empire was the circus at Constantinople, important for
horse- and chariot-racing and, indeed, as an occasion
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where emperors were seen in the midst of the people,
to be acclaimed and to receive petitions. From what
was originally opportunistic exploitation of the circus
by emperors, there evolved specific imperial
associations related, for example, to emperor-making
ceremonies and the celebration of victories (Cameron
1976, 162–3, 182–3). McCormick (1986), for instance,
has traced the developing concept of triumphal
rulership in imperial ideology, as its associated rituals
and ceremonies came to be transferred from the
victory celebrations and triumphs of the emperors in
Rome and other imperial capitals to the arenas of the
circus and amphitheatre. In turn, such ideas influenced
later Byzantine ceremonial, alongside the practice and
ideology of rulership in the successor kingdoms of the
post-Roman west. So intimate became the imperial
rituals associated with the circus, and, indeed,
amphitheatres, that many post-Roman rulers imitated
imperial ceremonies at the circus. Thus, as Paul
Barnwell (2005, 179) expertly highlights, after
regaining Rome in 550, and following Justinian’s
attempt to take Italy back into the empire, the king of
the Ostrogoths, Totila, held horse-races to celebrate his
victory and affirm his position. Theodric I of the
Franks earlier acted similarly after gaining the former
imperial capitol of Arles, while in 577 Chilperic I built
circuses at his royal seats of Paris and Soissons to
provide entertainment for the citizens (Barnwell 2005,
179). In such a light, one may consider the óenach’s
intimate association with horse-racing, evident at least
as early as its legal and judicial aspect (i.e. the seventh
century), and, moreover, an association shared by the
Scandinavian thing and Anglo-Saxon moot (Brink et al.
2011, 97; Pantos 2004, 166).
During the eleventh and twelfth centuries the
Irish literati equated the óenach with Classical
equivalents (e.g. the Olympics) and intimated origins
as funerary games commemorating the dead (Ettlinger
1953). While undoubtedly an image resulting from the
mythologisation of assembly during the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, óenaig had earlier been equated with
Classical cultural practices: terms like agon (Greek:
‘games/contest’) were utilised as synonyms for óenach
in seventh-century hagiography (Bieler 1979, 132).
Similarly, circius, spectaculum and theatrum are used to
gloss, and in place of, óenach in law-tracts, genealogies,
annals and hagiography (AU 800.3; Hogan 1993, 558;
O’Brien 1962, 230). 
Although little is known about administration in
the late Roman Empire (cf. Barnwell 1992, 53–130),
theatres were used for assemblies of citizens, where
magistrates could be elected by acclamation and where
provincial governors could read out imperial letters or
transact public business (Barnwell 2005, 179–80;
Brown 1992, 85, 149; McCormick 1986). Seen in this
context, óenaig may not seem entirely different from
contemporary practices across late Antique Europe, and
the use of terms like agon and circio suggests little reason
to regard the Irish experience of assembly culture as
singular, peculiar or, indeed, entirely aspirational.
Considering the Roman material found within
assembly landscapes, and the likelihood that the origins
of some of these landscapes’ assembly function lies in
later prehistory, I would suggest that the practice of
assembly in late Iron Age Ireland was itself intended to
be seen as participating in a common culture of civic
community thoroughly conditioned by the spectre of
an imperial authority and heritage. That heritage at
least provides a context for appreciating the burgeoning
assembly culture within which Óenach Clochair
developed. Simultaneously, it illuminates the social and
ideological role of material like the Balline hoard, as
well as late/sub-Roman dress ornament, in
conditioning its wider polity and, indeed, assembly
culture amongst Irish élites more generally. 
THE POLITY OF ÓENACH CLOCHAIR
Before concluding, an outstanding enigma of Óenach
Clochair pertains to the fact that no people, kingdom
or scale of polity is directly associated with it.
Nevertheless, as intimated, it is likely that this was the
principal assembly of Cashel’s kings and the pre-
eminent óenach of Munster. Perhaps the principal
reasons for this suggestion are Aided Náth Í and Senchus
na Relig, tracts which list the principal burial places of
Ireland (mainly óenaig) before Christianisation,
associating such locales in turn with discrete regional
polities. The only assembly mentioned in Munster is
Óenach Cuili, a synonym of Óenach Clochair
(Kilpatrick 2011, 401, 403, 409). While such texts are
late, overwhelmingly schematic and mythologised,
clearly Óenach Clochair was here perceived to be of
provincial importance within Munster. 
Given Óenach Clochair’s proximity to
Knockainy and its location at the heart of Uí Maic
Láire’s ancestral patrimony, it seems highly probable
that it was that dynasty’s ancestral place of assembly
also. Moreover, following the transfer of regional
kingship from Knockainy to the Rock of Cashel, the
latter was elevated to the status of a provincial seat for
a nascent kingdom of Munster (Gleeson 2014;
forthcoming a). It stands to reason that an ancestral
assembly at Óenach Clochair would have been
similarly elevated. These developments witnessed the
creation of the Éoganachta dynastic confederacy, a
synthetic polity which unified several unrelated and
disparate polities who held power in late seventh-
century Munster. Therein, however, Uí Maic Láire
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were primus inter pares. This process is embodied within
a text composed c. AD 700, ‘Conall Corc and the
Corcu Loígde’ (hereafter CCCL; Hull 1947), which
represented the charter of a new pseudo-Éoganachta
dynasty (Gleeson, forthcoming a). The governance of
that new Munster-wide polity was predicated on the
control of an administrative structure of hierarchical
jurisdictions built on assembly places (Gleeson,
forthcoming a; 2014, 745–68). Within such a structure
a proto-provincial assembly place would have been
necessary. That Óenach Clochair fulfilled that function
within Munster may be hinted at by CCCL in a
passage relating an internal dispute between an eastern
branch of Uí Maic Láire, tied to Cashel, and a western
branch who remained in their ancestral patrimony
around Knockainy, namely Uí Énna Áine. This dispute
centred upon control of mruig ríg, a ‘royal estate’ (Hull
1947, 905–6), likely to be that associated with either
Óenach Clochair or Knockainy, if they did not
together comprise a single entity (Gleeson 2014, 755–
8; cf. Charles-Edwards 2009, 72–6). 
Further support for this suggestion, albeit
circumstantial, is provided by an annal entry for 791
(AU 793.3) which records the promulgation of the law
of St Ailbhe over the Munstermen alongside the
ordinatio of Artrí mac Cathail (ob. 821) as king of
Munster. Such laws (cáin) were normally promulgated
by provincial kings alongside the head of the
ecclesiastical paruchia whose patron sponsored the law.
These were crucial components of polity-building in
late seventh–ninth-century Ireland. Where a location
for their promulgation is known, it invariably occurred
within assembly landscapes (Charles-Edwards 2000,
556–60; Gleeson 2014). Given Ailbhe’s patronage, it
would seem entirely plausible that the 791
promulgation and ordinatio took place at Óenach
Clochair, located adjacent to Emly. The term ordinatio
here is also intriguing: an association with Cashel for
this event seems unlikely, and the annal entry does not
necessarily imply a biblically inspired ritual of unction
(cf. Enright 1985). Críth Gabhlach (eighth-century) uses
ordinatio more generically to describe the act of raising
a person’s rank, by, for instance, acclamation (Charles-
Edwards 1994). Ordinatio through acclamation would
suit the AU 793.3 entry’s wording, much like a location
at Óenach Clochair, Artrí’s ancestral assembly place,
would fit its geopolitical context. 
Regardless of whether or not these pieces of
evidence prove its provincial status, Óenach Clochair
certainly represents the best candidate for a pre-
eminent assembly of Munster. In this regard, the
Raheennamadra ringfort is intriguing for being located
within a large enclosure—probably ceremonial in
origin—at the core of a major royal assembly
landscape. The excavation showed that an enclosing
bank and ditch with a large north-western palisaded
entrance contained a cobbled courtyard and a centrally
placed circular structure (6–7m in diameter) adjoined
to the south by a large souterrain, all probably
constructed during the eighth century or later
(Stenberger 1966; cf. O’Sullivan et al. 2014, 351–2:
Mapping Death). Considering such a context, the
construction of this ringfort might be understood as
the creation of a royal seat for Munster’s kings within
the assembly landscape of Óenach Clochair. Indeed,
given the association of óenaig with rendering and
redistributing tribute (Swift 2000; Gleeson 2014, 62–
75), a large souterrain for storing food would seem
appropriate. 
CONCLUSION
In tracing Óenach Clochair’s longer-term
development, the foregoing suggests evidence for a
degree of ritual importance alongside sepulchral and
funerary imperatives during later prehistory. This status
as an ancestral place no doubt influenced the
development of this landscape as an assembly place
during the early medieval period. Raheennamadra has
been suggested as its core royal focus but nevertheless
was only the centre of an extensive, complex and
polyfocal landscape. Indeed, that core royal focus may
have evolved from a ceremonial centre and ancestral
assembly at the start of the period to a major place of
supra-regional assembly and administrative centre
within Munster from the eighth century AD onwards. 
While the interpretation of Óenach Clochair
proposed here is necessarily tentative, the material and
monuments associated with this and comparable
landscapes suggest that the evolution of assembly
practices was part of a wider phenomenon, affecting
polities within Ireland and abroad, which may have
been more conditioned by late Roman culture and
society than Irish and European scholarship has
heretofore recognised. Furthermore, the distinctive
character of the late prehistoric landscape surrounding
Óenach Clochair raises pertinent questions about the
degree of continuity between later prehistory and the
early medieval period in terms of how communities
defined these landscapes and the socio-political
imperatives of burial foci as local assembly places. 
The topic of kingship and royal landscapes in Iron
Age and late Antique Ireland has been dominated by
discussions of the major ceremonial landscapes, but just
as early Ireland was populated by potentates defined by
varying degrees of regality, so too were different types
of royal sites implicated in the exercise of power, the
production of authority and the constitution of
political community. Civil assembly is one facet of that
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spectrum which has the potential to illuminate the
practice of kingship and the development of society
more generally. The foregoing represents an attempt to
compose a single óenach landscape of that period and to
interpret its archaeology within the context of pan-
European practices of civil assembly.
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NOTES 
1. As a toponym óenach (‘assembly’) usually survives as
an *Enagh place-name, which, however, cannot be
easily distinguished from eanach, ‘a wet or marshy
place’. That some *Enagh place-names do preserve
óenach seems likely, however, particularly when
associated with documented royal places (Gleeson
2014, 62–75).
2. Note also FitzPatrick’s (2013, 107) suggestion that
some avenue-like monuments were used for
coursing. While plausible for the ‘Knockans’ at
Teltown, this seems unlikely for low-banked
analogies like this Raheennamadra specimen. 
3. There is no indication from LiDAR data of whether
the Raheennamadra enclosure is internally or
externally ditched.
4. Likewise, Duntryleague was a later Uí Bhrían seat
(cf. MacCotter 2006), while Athneasy’s derivation
from Áth na nDéise suggests a local centre nearby.
5. I am grateful to Fiona Gavin for this point. 
6. Cahill Wilson (2014, 14 and n. 24) erroneously states
that Golden, Co. Tipperary, was the find-spot.
7. Note also an ogham stone from near Ballingarry
Down, and several zoomorphic penannular brooches
from east Limerick (Kilbride-Jones 1980, 91, 130; cf.
Ó Floinn 2001, 1–8). 
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